ANIMAL GUARDIANS
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Let your legacy be their protection
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Since 1872, the Cape of Good Hope SPCA has been devoted to speaking
for thousands of animals who cannot speak for themselves. We stand
fast in our vow to be guardians of animals in need, to care for the sick
and injured and to provide a safe haven for the lost or abandoned.
It’s a sad fact that the SPCA will always be needed - because animals will
always need to be protected. But this will not stop us from striving to
end animal abuse. A gift in your Will can help us to protect and care for
all living creatures: pets, farm animals, wildlife and working animals.
Your legacy will help us to stand strong for animals into the future,
every hour of every day.
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Why leave a legacy to the Cape of Good Hope SPCA?
A legacy is a lasting way to reflect your
beliefs and values; and is the most
significant personal statement you can
make for animals.
By leaving a gift in your Will, you become
an Animal Guardian, a cherished partner
who works alongside us to protect
animals, rescue them from harm and
care for them long into the future.

My dream is for animals to
have rights, and my sincere
care and love for animals are
reflected in my bequest.
- Dr James Liddell, future legacy .
donor, Animal Guardian .

Thanks to the dedication of our Animal
Guardians, we are able to continue the
fight against cruelty and provide humane
education to children and youth in the
communities where it’s most needed.
We are able to rescue, rehabilitate and
release wildlife, and give second chances
to unwanted, neglected or abused pets.
Every legacy is important to us - large
and small - as they help to build a
future where animals are treated with
the care and respect they deserve.
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Where your gift will go
Legacies are used carefully, to ensure that
they achieve the greatest possible impact
and make a positive difference that
animals can feel.
The Inspectorate: responds to reports of animal cruelty
and neglect 24/7 - and is ready to act immediately in
emergencies.
The Animal Hospital: treats sick and injured animals
brought in by Inspectors or owners; and provides low-cost
veterinary services for the neediest pet owners.
Mobile Clinics: take essential veterinary care into
impoverished areas around Cape Town. They are a lifeline
to animals and a welcome helping hand for underprivileged
owners who are eager to learn about responsible pet care.
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The Animal Care Centre and Pound: finds loving
homes for pets and shelters unwanted and stray animals.
The Horse Care Unit: investigates reports of cruelty and
neglect, rescues horses, donkeys, ponies and mules, and
cares for them until good homes are found.
The Farm Animal Unit: rehabilitates and cares for stray,
owned and confiscated farm animals. Education is a vital
tool in addressing the plight of farm and working animals,
in an ongoing effort to improve their welfare.
The Wildlife Unit: rescues, rehabilitates and releases
injured and displaced wild animals.
Education - teaches school children about responsible pet
care and offers a free basic health service to the pets of
school children in disadvantaged communities.
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Relief, rescue - and
Our Inspectorate performs almost 20,000
animal inspections every year. One of
these cases involved a German shepherd
called Sheba.
Sheba was tied up by her owner and violently
beaten as ‘punishment’ for digging in the garden.
A concerned neighbour filmed the incident on her cell
phone and contacted our Inspector, who brought
Sheba to safe refuge at the Cape of Good Hope SPCA.
As Sheba was left physically and emotionally scarred,
our animal behaviourists worked with her regularly to
restore her trust and rebuild her confidence, so that
she could be placed in a loving new home. We also
made sure that her previous owner was prosecuted.
He was fined and denied ownership of any animal
in the future.

Sheba an
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By remembering the Cape of Good Hope SPCA in
your Will, you’ll make a life-changing difference to
animals like Sheba for years to come.

a new lease on life
Legacies come in all sizes, and they’re all
vital to our work, but every now and then
we receive a substantial gift, like the one
from Val Gorfinkel.
We wanted to make the most of her gift, so
we decided to rebuild our animal hospital something that was much-needed in the
community.
The Gorfinkel Animal Clinic now treats over
78,000 animals a year and ensures that
animals from disadvantaged communities
get the veterinary care they deserve. What
an incredible legacy to leave behind.
Mqabuko Moyo Ndukwana,
CEO of Cape of Good Hope SPCA
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Why a
Will is
important

Writing a Will enables you to ensure
that everything you cherish and have
worked hard for is passed on to your
loved ones and the causes you hold
dear. It’s a voice that will be heard
when you are no longer here.
Without a Will, an estate is distributed
using a formula decided by law - not
necessarily according to your wishes.
These days, making or amending a Will
is relatively easy, but it’s recommended
that expert guidance is obtained from
an attorney or qualified advisor.
If you already have a Will and would like
to make a minor change to it, you can
easily do so by adding a codicil. For your
convenience, we’ve provided a codicil
form at the back of this booklet.
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I know the SPCA
is a very good
organisation that
has the animals’
best interests at
heart - it has such
dedicated staff and
volunteers.
I know when I leave
them a gift, it will
be appreciated and
put to good use.
Delene King, Cape
of Good Hope SPCA
Animal Guardian
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A simple way to remember us in your Will
There are many ways to leave a legacy in
your Will. An easy way to include the Cape
of Good Hope SPCA is to leave the residue of
your estate, also known as a residuary gift.
Some Animal Guardians have chosen to leave
the entire residue, while others have given a
percentage of the estate, once all other gifts,
fees, debts and taxes have been paid.
The advantage of leaving a residuary gift
is that it automatically keeps pace with
inflation. It’s the safest way to ensure your
legacy retains its value. It also means that
you don’t have to amend your Will if
circumstances change.
Most importantly, it allows you to take
care of your family and friends first, and
whatever is left over can be passed on to
the Cape of Good Hope SPCA.
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The right wording is important
If you’ve decided to remember animals in your
Will, it’s important to use the correct wording
and to include the Society’s registered name:
the Cape of Good Hope SPCA.

An example of the correct clause:
“I (full name), leave the residue/xx% of my estate/the
sum of R________ to the Cape of Good Hope SPCA,
Non-Profit Org. No 003-244 NPO and Public Benefit
Org. No PBO930004317 of Cnr 1st Avenue and 1st
Road, Grassy Park, Cape Town 7945, to be used at the
Cape of Good Hope SPCA’s discretion. The receipt of
an authorised officer of the Cape of Good Hope SPCA
shall be an absolute discharge to my executors.”
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In the words of an Animal Guardian
Some of my earliest and most cherished memories are those
of pets in our family home - but Blackie the stray who followed
me home after school one day was my personal favourite. No
one knew where he came from, or who he belonged to, but
one thing we knew for sure was that he was not going to
leave! He used to walk with me to school most days and then
walk home on his own, only to return occasionally to meet
me at the school gate to walk me home.
In later years, I acquired the most beautiful marmalade cat
from the SPCA. She stole my heart, but gave me hers in
return…for 21 years! She was the most loyal companion
one could wish for.

The reason I chose to leave a gift to the Cape of Good
Hope SPCA is simple - I have trust in this wonderful
organisation. It has stood the test of time and been a
beacon of light and hope for the lost, abandoned and
abused creatures - big or small. My small gift is to pass
the love I have been blessed to receive from my animals
to others in need.
- Joyce Beeton, SPCA supporter for over 20 years
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Joyce Beeton and Cindy,
rescued cart horse

Making a change to your Will
We always recommend that you seek advice
from your attorney or qualified advisor when
you make or change your Will. If you’ve
already made a Will and now wish to include
a gift to the Cape of Good Hope SPCA, you
can complete this codicil form and take it to
your attorney who can advise you on the
best way for your wishes to be carried out.
The Cape of Good Hope SPCA does not
recommend that you make a codicil without
consulting a qualified advisor, who should
ensure that any codicil made is executed
correctly and properly reflects your intentions.
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Codicil for the Cape of Good Hope SPCA
I (Full name)
of (Address)
declare this to be a codicil to my Will dated

(DD/MM/YYYY)

and/or
* (a specific item)
to be used at the Cape of Good Hope SPCA’s discretion. The receipt of an authorised officer of the Cape of Good Hope
SPCA shall be an absolute discharge to my executors. * Please complete as required and cross out those options not required.
In all other respects I confirm my said
Will and other codicils thereto.

Signed by the above named in our presence and witnessed by us jointly
in his/her presence. Witnessed by:

Signature
Full name

Signature
Full name

Address

Address

Occupation

Occupation

Signed
Date
(DD/MM/YYYY)
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Detach form here

In addition to any legacies given in my said Will, I give to the Cape of Good Hope SPCA of Cnr 1st Avenue and 1st Road,
Grassy Park, Cape Town 7945, Non-Profit Org. No 003-244 NPO and Public Benefit Org. No PBO930004317 the residue
of my estate* or _ ___% of my estate* or the sum of R

Cape of Good Hope

Contact Details:
Bequest Officer
Tel: 021 700 4150
Fax: 086 674 3356

Postal address:
PO Box 3
Plumstead 7801

Email: legacy@capespca.co.za
Website: capespca.co.za/legacy
Physical address:
Cnr 1st Avenue and 1st Road
Grassy Park 7945
Reg. No: 003-244 NPO

l

Bank details:
Cape of Good Hope SPCA
Standard Bank
Constantia Branch
Branch code: 025309
Account Type: Current
Account no: 071832858
PBO No: PBO930004317
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We Speak for, Protect,
and Care for Animals.

